SINGLETRAILER II
Always on track

THE MODELS

For the first time ever the Singletrailer II is available in two wheel sizes.

SINGLETRAILER II TOURING 20

SINGLETRAILER II SPORT 24

The Touring model with the compact, classic 20“ wheel and large volume tire offers perfect comfort
for touring on- and off-road. The two shock mounting positions allow you to switch between 160 mm
and 200 mm of suspension travel to optimize the ride for any terrain. At the top-rear of the trailer
there is a new expandable cargo bag that offers additional storage space so that you always have
what your child needs on tour. A flag, mudguard, and sun canopy are now included as standard
equipment to keep your precious cargo safe and comfortable in all riding conditions.

Our new Sport model with 24“ wheel is optimized for offroad use. The larger wheel provides more
comfort off-road and still offers 180 mm or 220 mm of travel via two shock positions. This makes the
Singletrailer II Sport the ideal choice for all sporty parents who primarily travel off-road. The newly
designed drawbar improves compatibility with 29“ mountain bikes and E-MTBs without extending
the trailer‘s wheelbase. With the new Singletrailer II Sport, climbs become child‘s play and the
descent is pure fun for both rider and passenger.

MSRP: € 1,739.00

MSRP: € 1,669.00
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THE UPDATES

We brainstormed a lot about how we can make our unique off-road capable
bicycle trailer even better and came up with plenty ideas...

Cover tensioning system with o-ring and
stopper offers better cover adjustability

New drawbar offers more tire clearance for
29“ wheels and a new hitch prevents contact
with the rear wheel

Flag for better visibility in traffic

Shoulder pads with Velcro fasteners
ensure they stay in the ideal position

New side-windows for
better ventilation

Additional storage space in an
expandable cargo pocket

New, adjustable stand provides
a variable angle and position
for maximum stability

Two wheel sizes, 24“ for offroad and
20“ for touring use
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